Many executives believe in, and hope for, a single generally accepted
truckload rate for any given lane. This is typically referred to as the “market
rate” for that lane and is found by taking the average or median of a
sample of TL rates from a common origin and destination. This activity will
certainly give you a number.
And this number would be very useful to many different people. Managers
could use this number in setting future transportation budgets. Supply
chain planners could use this number in designing their network. It could
also be used by procurement to assist in rate negotiations.
Unfortunately, this single, lane-based market rate is very hard to obtain, for
a couple of reasons.

Truckload networks are naturally sparse and
tend to be unique to each firm. In our most
recent analysis of more than 100 shippers with
over $10 billion in annual TL spend, we found
very little overlap. For example, less than 3%
of the lanes (defined as a five-digit to fivedigit postal code) in our network for dry van
truckload movements have two or more
shippers hauling on them. Even if we expand
our comparison to a three-digit to three-digit
postal code lane parameter, less than 25% of
the lanes have two or more shippers. And,
less than 1% have five or more shippers—the
bare minimum required to make any kind of
statistically valid comparison. So, the
probability of finding other shippers with
identical and comparable lanes is
exceptionally low.

Most shippers have implicit (or even explicit)
confidentiality conditions with their carriers
that prevent them from the direct sharing of
their TL rates. So, even if a shipper found a
“doppelganger” with identical geographic
lanes, obtaining rate information on these
lanes would most likely be restricted due to
confidentiality clauses.

In my 20 years in this business, I have never
found a lane where a single TL rate applies to
all shippers. The market is too dynamic and
the underlying cost drivers extend beyond
simple geographic comparisons.
For example, let’s take a typical high-volume
lane from a recent Chainalytics FMIC model.
It is 450 miles in length and has 10 shippers
hauling over 3,000 loads per year on it. If we
calculate the simple market rate as practiced
by some firms, we would find it has a median
rate of $2.93 for the last 12-month period.
However, if we look at this over time (see
Figure 1 below), we see that this market rate
only tells a small part of the story.
Of course, a single median rate cannot
capture the seasonality and trends within a
year. However, one could argue, that an
average rate could be considered a good
proxy for a contract rate over this time period
and that the fluctuations are due to spot rates
or turn-downs by primary carriers. While this
is a solid argument, it still does not justify the
use of a simple, lane-based market rate for
planning, procurement, or benchmarking
activities.

FIGURE 1
Average Weekly TL Cost per Mile (CPM) on High-Volume Lane

FIGURE 2
Cost per Mile (CPM) Rate for Each TL Movement on High-Volume Lane

By diving a little deeper into this specific lane,
we can truly see the futility of trying to find a
simple, lane-based market rate. Figure 2
above shows the same lane as in Figure 1, but
each load is shown as a point (as opposed to
a weekly average) with the color indicating a
specific shipper.
As you can see Figure 2 tells many stories.
For example, while the weekly average rates
on this lane showed dramatic swings and an
overall trend, many shippers (e.g., red,
orange, and blue-green) paid very consistent
rates throughout the year.
We can also see some
shippers (e.g., light purple,
gray) with no apparent
rate discipline.
The consistent rates paid
throughout the year
speaks to great routing
guide compliance and operational discipline
by the shipper. The TL rates these
“consistent” shippers paid, however, were
anything but similar! The orange shipper paid
about $1 less per mile than the blue-green
shipper! There could be many reasons for this

rate discrepancy. But a simple, lane-based
market rate would never detect them.
Other stories emerge in Figure 2. The black
shipper probably had a bid event where rates
took effect on April 1. The blue shipper also
seemed to have a bid event in the spring, and
it seemed to bring a secondary, higher priced
carrier’s rates in line with their main carrier.
Every lane we look at has a fingerprint like
this, with a combination of steady state rates
from some shippers and wildly fluctuating
rates from others.
To me, Figure 2 is the primary piece of
evidence demonstrating that a simple, lanebased market rate determined by taking the
median or average of the rates on a lane is a
flawed metric and therefore, a myth by
definition.
I have given different versions of this talk on
“The Myth of Market Rates” about a dozen
times or so in front of shippers, carriers,
students and academics. Each time, I get a fair
amount of surprise from the audience. After
all, I am part of the team that developed and
launched Chainalytics’ original Model-Based

Benchmarking Consortium and its successor,
the Freight Market Intelligence Consortium
(FMIC). I still develop and publish TL rate
estimation tools and analysis for shippers and
other clients.

Individual shipper policies can account for
more than 10% of the variability of TL rates.
The FMIC model takes these into account so
that, for example, we can determine the
additional cost of delivering to a customer as
opposed to an inter-plant move. We know
how much multi-stop movements implicitly
increase rates over and above any accessorial
or stop-off charges. We know the rate impact
of increased corridor volumes. Additionally,
the FMIC modeling approach lets us
The answer is simple. Chainalytics does not
determine the TL rate impact of drop and
produce simple, lane-based market rates.
hook vs. live load/unload, 30 vs. 60 vs. 90 day
Rather, we develop a market rate for a specific
payment terms, hazmat shipments, etc.
shipper on a lane. And that is what makes all
the difference.
Each shipper has its own fingerprint and the
The question that FMIC answers is not what
other firms are paying but why they are
paying that rate. The FMIC approach to
transportation rate modeling is the opposite
of traditional benchmarking methods. Instead
of simply averaging the outcomes (i.e., the
lane rates), we decompose the transportation
cost inputs. We analyze, isolate, and quantify
each of the individual cost drivers that in turn
dictate the transportation rates. We discover
the why (and the how much) for
transportation rates. You can think of this as a
bottom-up approach as compared to the
traditional flawed top-down method.
As shown in Figure 2, you can clearly see why
Chainalytics’ advanced shipper-lane
benchmark method is more accurate and
relevant than the simple, lane-based
comparison. The rates paid by different
shippers on a geographically identical lane
vary widely.
The reasons for these variances can include
the customer type, contract type, equipment
size, service levels etc. Rather than just
blending these to find the overall mythical
average, Chainalytics decomposes and
isolates each driver to achieve two very
important things:

Chainalytics FMIC model allows us to capture
it and determine what the market rate should
be specific to that shipper’s practices, policies
and characteristics.

By decomposing the transportation function,
we have solved both the problem of sparse TL
networks and rate confidentiality.
The FMIC model does not compare lane rates;
we separate out the individual effects to
include the origin and destination locations.
While shippers have very low lane overlap,
they have very high region overlap. We
exploit and leverage this by calculating the
impact of loading (or unloading) in different
geographic regions. The model is able to
accurately estimate the geographic cost
impact of each three-digit postal code region!
This is the reason why the FMIC model can
estimate rates for a specific shipper on
virtually any and every origin-destination pair.
Given the individual and unique characteristics
of a shipper, we can calculate the expected TL
rates that each specific shipper should pay—
not just an average or median rate that some
other shippers have paid. Each shipper’s
procurement and operational policies have
tremendous impacts on their rates and the
FMIC model captures and applies them to its
estimates.

meant to show that there is not just one
market rate per lane with some slight variance
around it. Just as each human fingerprint is
different, every shipper has a different “rate
Let me give one more example of
fingerprint” based on its TL network, policies,
why the FMIC approach to
shipper-specific market rates procedures, practices and therefore, rates.
is better than the traditional The FMIC model allows a shipper to move
beyond simple comparisons of raw data to
benchmarking approach.
applying actual information to quickly provide
Let’s suppose two shippers
actionable insights and allow each shipper to
(A and B) share a common
identical lane where they pay make better fact-based decisions.
the same rate per mile.
Traditional methods would
say they are comparable.
But what if—on this lane—
Company A is delivering to a
grocery customer’s distribution center (DC) at
a one load per month volume while Company
B is transferring components from their plant
to their own DC on a daily basis. Running this
scenario through the FMIC model would
reveal that while their TL rates are identical,
they actually shouldn’t be! Company B should
be paying much less for its move due to both
the delivery conditions (intra-plant vs.
customer outbound) and the higher volume
frequency.

Trucks are not just boxes on wheels. Over-the
-road transportation is a time-sensitive service
with incredible temporal swings that connects
multiple firms that is impacted by countless
indirect factors. Simply looking for one rate
that applies to all shippers without considering
their own operating policies, service levels,
and other characteristics ignores the
complexities that make TL transportation so
interesting in the first place!

My main argument is not against the analysis
of transportation rates, but against the idea of
a single universal one-size-fits-all rate that is
The FMIC compares a shipper’s actual rates to
expected to apply and be accurate for all
what it should be paying, given its specific
shippers on a given lane. As I’ve shown above,
operating policies and procedures. In FMIC’s
truckload transportation is complex. By
analysis, this shipper-lane model would most
leveraging the mountains of data that is
likely place Company A below market and
available in the right way, this complexity can
Company B above market. This example is
be simplified if leveraged properly.
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